FLYING THE CESSNA 210 THE SECRETS UNLOCKED - This all-new primer on owning and flying the Cessna 210 Centurion is dedicated to helping all who own or want to fly a Cessna 210 master the art of piloting this complex airplane. Author Chuck McGill covers the wide gamut of 210 models, accessories, and modifications, offering his wisdom on optimum performance and safe operations based on his thousands of hours of flying and teaching in the airplane. 196 pages.

Book... P/N 13-12431..............................$44.95

ASA AVIATION INSTRUCTOR'S HANDBOOK - Written by the FAA. Includes principles of teaching and learning, with extensive details on how to pass along aeronautical knowledge and skills. 152 pages, glossary, index.

P/N 13-09075..............................$12.95

AIRPLANE WELDING (94 PAGES) - Fundamental welding techniques for the building and repair of aircraft, from the pages of Sport Aviation and other sources. 94 pages filled with aircraft welding tips and information.

P/N 13-40625......................$23.95

AIRPLANE SYSTEMS FOR PILOTS (DALE DERMER) - This book explains the various systems and how they operate. It contains chapters on physics, engine types, theory of operation, operation, and governors and fuel systems, and power management. It is recommended reading for all pilots and maintenance technicians.

P/N 13-40665.............................$35.95

VFR RADIO PROCEDURES IN THE USA - This paperback is the perfect tool to teach radio communications in all the different kinds of airspace or to refresh your memory to help you go through your local Class C airspace. Provides you with samples of radio calls that you can expect to hear and transmit at airports in Class A thru Class E.

P/N 13-29945..............................$8.75


P/N 13-04086.............................$34.95

CHEAPSACKS GUIDE TO GETTING YOUR PILOTS LICENSE - Here's how you can earn a 100% valid FAA pilot's license - the real thing - for less than half of the retail rate. No compromises, no gimmicks, no excuses, no gotchas. If you have ever wanted a pilot's license but have cringed at the cost, this is the guide. This book can save you 100 times what you paid for it!

P/N 13-15909..............................$23.95

VFR COMMUNICATIONS KIT - This aviation communication resource is currently the only aid designed to help you communicate effectively and efficiently during your VFR flights. Learn how to communicate quickly and effectively by making a 'script' for every VFR flight. Each of the 32 templates included in the "Kit" matches a different type of radio communication that may be needed in a VFR flight. After just a couple of flights you will hear the difference!

P/N 13-06864.............................$18.95

IFR COMMUNICATIONS KIT - This aviation communication resource is the companion to the VFR Communications Kit. It was designed to help you improve your IFR communications with less stress by making a 'script' for every IFR flight. Script assembly instructions, template descriptions, an ample supply of each of the 32 communication templates. After a few flights you will sound like a seasoned pilot!

P/N 13-06865.............................$22.50